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Optimization of 10Be measurements at the 6 MV AMS facility DREAMS
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Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, Bautzner Landstr. 400, 01328 Dresden, Germany

Abstract

We investigated benefits from raising the ion beam energy during measurements of 10Be with Accelerator Mass1

Spectrometry (AMS) at the 6 MV DREAMS (DREsden AMS) facility. Increasing the terminal voltage to ≥ 5 MV2

hardly reduces the yield of the Be2+ charge state after the accelerator if one applies only a thin Ar gas stripper and3

makes use of an overpopulation of the 2+ charge state with respect to the expected equilibrium charge state yield. As4

a further stripping to the 4+ charge state is conducted in a degrader foil after the analysing magnet, it is desirable to hit5

the foil with the highest available velocity in order to have optimal stripping of Be2+ to the naked ion. The efficiency6

of 10Be measurements can be improved by ca. 36% if increasing the terminal voltage from 4.5 MV to 5.8 MV and7

already by 7.5% if going to 5.0 MV.8
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1. Introduction9

Measurements of 10Be (T1/2=1.39 Myr, Korschinek et al. (2010); Chmeleff et al. (2010)) with DREAMS take up10

a large fraction of the AMS beam times at the 6 MV accelerator of the HZDR Ion Beam Center. This is a motivation11

to conduct these measurements under the most efficient conditions. 10Be detection potentially suffers from several12

interferences: 10B is the direct isobar and may cause secondary reactions, e.g. on protons in a silicon nitride foil13

producing the nuclear reaction 10B(p,α)7Be or via Rutherford scattering. Surviving 9BeH molecules are a potential14

interference if using a charge state lower than 3+ on the high energy side of the AMS system. However, all these15

interferences can be suppressed or avoided in modern AMS measurements, and blank levels of few 10−15 and below16

have become the norm.17

At larger systems (> 3 MV terminal voltage) the more common setup is to use the 3+ charge state and a passive18

absorber stopping 10B3+. The yield for the 3+ after the accelerator is a bit lower than the maximum value for the19

2+ using O2 (Hofmann et al., 1987) or Ar gas stripping (Niklaus et al., 1994). However, full isobar suppression and20

efficient 10Be detection can be achieved when directing the beam at this high energy of ca. 20 MeV directly onto a21

detector equipped with a passive absorber. This way, the overall transmission from the low-energy side of the system22

to events identified as 10Be in the detector can amount to 34% for a terminal voltage of 7.5 MV (Rood et al., 2013), to23

28% for 6 MV (Wilcken et al., 2017), and to 18% for a 5 MV facility (Maden et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2015). Highest24

efficiencies of overall 35% are reached at a terminal voltage of 7.8 MV by stripping the Be to the 3+ charge state and25

using a gas-filled magnet for detection (Wallner et al., 2022).26

The common alternative in suppression of interferences is taking advantage of the element specific energy loss in a27

thin degrader foil (Raisbeck et al., 1984). At larger AMS facilities this is done with Ar stripping to the 2+ charge state28

followed by additional stripping in the foil, where the 4+ state presents the highest yield (Klein et al., 2008, 2011;29

Arnold et al., 2010; Akhmadaliev et al., 2013). The degrader foil technique has the advantage that a suitably designed30

AMS facility can be adapted in a rather simple way, i.e. by the insertion of the foil at the appropriate position, for a31

10Be measurement following previous measurements of other radioisotopes that do not require isobar supression.32

After major improvements in energy resolution for detection systems at low beam energies and using the thin and33

homogeneous silicon nitride foils as detector windows and for isobar suppression, 10Be measurements at compact34

(Müller et al., 2010) and intermediate AMS systems (Steier et al., 2019) have become more common in recent years.35

Initial efforts at compact AMS facilities to measure 10Be used the 2+ charge state (Grajcar et al., 2004). Then, rather36

than going for higher beam energy, the high yield of the 1+ charge state at terminal voltages <1 MV was exploited37

(Müller et al., 2008). Still, the use of the 2+ charge state has also regained relevance for smaller AMS systems38

(Maxeiner et al., 2019; Seiler et al., 2018). For the most compact facilities this is motivated by its high yield at low39

velocities if stripping the Be with He gas (Lachner et al., 2014).40

In the following we describe how the 10Be AMS measurement performance of the degrader foil technique can41

be significantly improved using terminal voltages between 5 and 6 MV. For this, we optimized the interplay between42
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acceleration voltage and Ar stripper gas pressure. We give the new performance numbers for DREAMS regarding43

10Be determination.44

2. Description of DREAMS for 10Be measurements45

10Be measurements are regularly undertaken at DREAMS since its installation (Akhmadaliev et al., 2013). BeO−46

is extracted from solid BeO/Nb targets pressed into Cu cathodes using a Cs-sputter ion source type SO-110. Maximum47

currents under routine measurement conditions can reach 6 µA in clean BeO material mixed in a weight ratio of48

BeO:Nb=1:4 (Rugel et al., 2016). The beam is stripped in an Ar gas stripper on the high-voltage terminal of the 6 MV49

tandetron (HVEE) accelerator and positive charge states are accelerated further. The measurement of 9Be2+ current is50

conducted in an offset Faraday cup after a first mass-to-charge analysis in a 90◦ magnet.51

Figure 1: Schematic of the isobar separation using a silicon nitride degrader foil at DREAMS with exemplary numbers for a terminal voltage of

5.8 MV.

The 2+ beam with 10 u is directed onto the silicon nitride degrader foil (thickness 1 µm, 8 mm× 8 mm) (Fig. 1).52

In this degrader foil any surviving molecular interference, e.g. 9BeH2+, is broken up. Because of the high energy, the53

majority of the 10Be ions is fully stripped in the foil. Therefore, ions in charge state 4+ are selected in the following54

35◦ ESA and the 30◦ vertical magnet. The different energy loss is utilized to separate the major part of the 10B55

interference out of the beam.56

The 10Be4+ beam is directed into the gas ionization chamber (silicon nitride entrance foil: thickness 75 nm,57

8 mm× 8 mm) that is filled with isobutane (pressure range for our experiments: 25 mbar-37 mbar). Signals from58

the four separate anodes can be used to distinguish the incoming ions and to separate the 10Be from 10B with the same59

energy, from scattered 10B, from 9Be fragments of a 9BeH molecule breakup, and from rare m/q interferences such60

as 15N6+. The slits in the system generally can be kept open during the measurement. Thus, the possible locations61

for ion beam losses due to geometric limitations are the stripper canal, the degrader foil and the entrance foil to the62

detector. Normalization is conducted using the reference material SMD-Be-12 with a nominal 10Be/9Be ratio of 1.70463

± 0.030)·10−12 (Akhmadaliev et al., 2013).64
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3. Transmission through the accelerator65

Previous systematic work on the charge state yield of Be from BeO− in gas and foil strippers was performed at66

the 6 MV tandem accelerator in Zurich in their efforts to determine measurement conditions for 10Be (Hofmann et al.,67

1987; Niklaus et al., 1994). From their measurements they give an optimal value for 10Be transmission from BeO−68

injection into the accelerator at 4.5 MV under equilibrium charge state conditions. The equilibrium of charge states is69

reached if small changes of the stripper gas density do not change the yield of the individual charge states anymore.70

Typically, below the target thickness necessary to reach charge state equilibrium, the so-called non-equilibrium case,71

the population of 1+ and 2+ is increased relative to the equilibrium value at the respective energy. Similarly, it was72

observed for a series of heavier ions that at MeV energies a thin stripper is already sufficient to populate charge states73

>1+ (Hotchkis et al., 2013). This effect of overpopulation of a charge state at low stripper pressures can be exploited74

if no suppression of molecular background in the stripping process is required.75
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Figure 2: Transmission data for a Be beam from BeO− in Ar gas measured at DREAMS.

In our experiments at the DREAMS facility we focused on an optimization of the AMS method. Thus, we only76

give the raw beam transmission data (Fig. 2) for the 9Be beam from 9Be16O− breakup. We did not perform scans of77

the stripper pressure at each voltage setting, which would be necessary to deduce the equilibrium charge state yield78

at each terminal voltage. We find the maximum stripping yield for the 2+ charge state at a terminal voltage ≈4.5 MV.79

However, the decrease of transmission if increasing the energy is little: at the maximum terminal voltage of 6 MV the80

transmission is 50% and thus only 2 percentage points less than the maximum value.81

In comparison to 9Be, the 10Be from the breakup of 10Be16O− has a lower velocity by the factor of
√

25/26 in82

the stripper channel at a given acceleration voltage. The respective maximum for the charge state yield of 10Be2+ is83

shifted relative to the data shown for 10Be2+ in Fig. 2 and is rather at ≈4.7 MV.84
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4. Energy loss measurements in the silicon nitride degrader foil85

From the point of optimizing counting statistics it already becomes clear that an increase of the terminal voltage86

from 4.5 MV to 4.7 MV can improve the transport of 10Be2+ to the high-energy side of the system. In addition, one has87

to consider the energy loss and the second stripping process in the degrader foil. In the study of Nottoli et al. (2013) at88

the ASTER facility it is shown that the energy loss of 10Be and 10B at a beam energy of 10.7 MeV (corresponding to89

a terminal voltage of 4.5 MV) in the degrader foil is described well by several theoretical models with slightly better90

agreement between theoretical estimations and experimental values for Be than for B.91
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Figure 3: Comparison of experimental stopping powers in the 1 µm degrader foil for 10Be and 10B beams with estimated energy loss from SRIM

(Ziegler et al., 2013).

Here, we present an extension of experimental data (Fig. 3), and compare it to data estimated with SRIM, the most92

commonly used model for energy loss estimations (Ziegler et al., 2013). Same as Nottoli et al. (2013), we used our93

35◦ ESA (Radius 2.6 m, plate distance 3.6 cm) to measure the energy of the beam after the foil. In all tests, lenses94

and the vertical 30◦ magnet were also tuned for optimal transmission to the detector. Subtracting the energy measured95

with the 35◦ ESA after the foil from the energy estimated from the acceleration given by the terminal voltage gives96

the experimental energy loss. This energy loss is converted to a mean stopping power dE/dx in MeV/(mg/cm2) by97

using a density of the silicon nitride foil of 3.1 g/cm3 (Sun et al., 2007). For the model calculations a composition of98

Si3N3.1 was assumed.99

The experimentally determined energy loss for Be fits well with the predictions of SRIM, while the experimental100

values for B are higher (Fig. 3). This confirms the previous measurements by Nottoli et al. (2013). The separation of101

10Be and 10B via their energy loss in the silicon nitride foil at beam energies between 10 and 15 MeV is thus about102

20% better than predicted by the model.103
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5. Detection efficiency for 10Be104

For the measurements at the different final beam energies we thoroughly tuned all the beam transport parameters105

on the high-energy side of the system. In addition, the gas pressure in the ionization detector was adapted such that106

the 10Be ions deposit a similar energy on the final of the four anodes. All other major interferences are stopped on the107

third anode at the latest. This way, suppression of all the interferences remains unchanged for all energies tested. As108

an example, Fig. 4 shows a spectrum of the reference material SMD-Be-12 recorded at a final energy of 13.86 MeV. In109

tests of other materials, including samples prepared by various users, only the relative intensities of the other species110

(9Be, 10B, 15N) varied, and no additional ion species was visible in the spectra.111
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Figure 4: Spectra of reference material SMD-Be-12 in the gas ionization detector at a 10Be total energy of 13.86 MeV (terminal voltage of 5.81 MV).

Increasing the energy of the 10 u beam entering the foil we observe the expected increase in the measured 10Be/9Be112

ratio relative to the sample ratio due to the increasing yield of the 4+ charge state (Fig. 5). At 5.8 MV some of the113

lenses are close to their maximum power, so it seems that optical transmission of the system is reaching its limits at114

this terminal voltage for Be2+ from BeO−. For an increase of the terminal voltage >5.9 MV we do not reach a further115

gain in the correction factor. As such an increase already comes with small losses in the Be2+ stripping transmission116

(Fig. 2), the optimal setting at DREAMS is at a terminal voltage of 5.8 MV.117

The maximum possible transmission through the foil is given by the equilibrium 4+ charge state yield of 10Be118

when being stripped. Experimental values are available for stripping Be in a carbon foil (Shima et al., 1989) and119

suggest a 4+ yield of close to 80% after the foil at a 10Be energy of ca. 13 MeV. In comparison to this, the DREAMS120

experimental values are still low. Either this reflects losses between the foil and the detector or a lower yield for the121

4+ in the 1 µm silicon nitride foil.122
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Figure 5: Measured to nominal 10Be/9Be ratios of reference material SMD-Be-12 relative to the terminal voltage at which the measurement was

conducted. As measurements of 9Be and 10Be are conducted on the high-energy side of the system, this does not reflect changes in transmission

through the accelerator. For comparison the equilibrium charge state yield of 10Be4+ in a carbon foil according to Shima et al. (1989) is also

presented.

The 10Be4+/9Be2+ ratio of the standards is measured at ca. 65% of the nominal value if the accelerator is set to123

5.8 MV. The correction factor thus is reduced from previously 2.2 at 4.5 MV (Akhmadaliev et al., 2013) to 1.5. Under124

these conditions the transport efficiency from the low energy side to the detector is 32.5%. Similarly, an increase of125

the terminal voltage to 5.0 MV leaves the transmission at 50% and already reduces the correction factor to 2.0, thus126

reaching an overall transport efficiency from the low energy side to the detector of 25%. The absolute difference in127

energy loss between 10Be and 10B does not change with higher energy. Thus, there is no strong negative effect of the128

beam energy increase on the separation of isobars by the degrader foil. Moreover, the higher energy of the ions leads129

to a better resolution in terms of signal height vs. signal width improving the separation of other interferences. This130

way, the low-level carrier material Phena EA (Merchel et al., 2013) can still be measured at levels of ca. 2·10−16 at131

increased beam energies.132

6. Conclusion133

Using a reduced Ar gas stripper density the 10Be measurements can be conducted at higher terminal voltages in a134

non-equilibrium charge exchange conditions without losing too much beam intensity. This leads to higher available135

beam energies for the extracted 10Be2+ beam in the isobar suppression on the degrader foil. The higher efficiency136

for counting 10Be events will save time or improve the counting statistics for the 10Be measurement. Yet it has to be137

considered that operation of the tandem accelerator close to its maximum voltage may require additional time due to138

previous conditioning of the high voltage.139

The optimal conditions for 10Be measurements at the 6 MV DREAMS facility are reached by running the system140

at a terminal voltage of 5.8 MV and thus transporting 32.5% of the 10Be from the low energy side to the detector.141

Potentially, the use of a larger sized or thinner foil at the degrader and a larger detector window could increase the142
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acceptance of the system and thus further improve this value. However, this would come at a decrease in separation of143

other interferences. Presently, interferences from the isobar 10B4+, molecular breakup fragment 9Be3+ from 9BeH2+,144

equal m/q species 15N6+ or from scattered 10B3+ are clearly separated, and count rates are well manageable with the145

gas ionization detector. 10Be/9Be levels of 2·10−16 are reached with suitable Be blank materials.146
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